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30 Roxy Music Love Is the Drug (USA 7" Mix) [10-75]. About the group : The "Reggae" quartet,
which included 3 guitarists, as well as the permanent vocalist Winnie Moore (winnie = V.

Vinogradov), was founded by Rustam Asanbaev, the former guitarist of the Umaturman group,
whose recordings in its composition were made, among other things, by producer Sergey Lomkin
and drummer Oleg Gerasimov. However, unlike "Minds", the team did not stop its work. In 1994,
Asanbaev managed to convince the producers to promote his team at Soyuz Records. The group

performed with original combinations of folk music, rare music of Bob Dylan, reggae and reggae-
pop, and what stood out against the background of these mixtures was the original author's

performance of the songs of the Rock Atelier group. Literally everyone knows the songs of the
Nogu Svelo group. These recordings are extremely popular and cannot be confused with any other.
The group's musical activity lasted from 1992 to 1998. The Gaza Strip was formed in 1987 under
the name Sex Pistols. Its founder was Vadim Samoilov, who had previously worked in Sounds of
Mu and Aquarium. In 1988, after signing a contract with a major label, the group was renamed

"Knock". In 1989, they recorded the famous song "Atas", which became the anthem of the hippies,
the forerunner and ancestor of Metallica. Having recorded the album "7 and a half weeks", the

musicians became famous, thus, all over the world. The whole world admired them from the covers
of magazines and reels of film and video cassettes. The group was often seen on TV, at the Summer

Olympics, at rock festivals and in public places. Having changed their name to "Nautilus
Pompilius", the musicians began to record albums that remained in the hearts of fans for a long

time, and the group received the highest marks from music critics. After the release of the album
"Radio Africa" â€‹â€‹(1998), the composition of the group, which began to gradually change,
ceased to take part in the life of the team. Armen Grigoryan with the group "Krematorium" still

release albums and perform as live ba
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